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DAWN specializes in LUXURY PROPERTY SALES both on water and off water in

the North Muskoka and East Parry Sound (Almaguin Highlands) area. Her

successful 12 years in real estate includes 30 years of full commission Marketing

and Executive Advertising Sales experience. This gives her buyer clients' the edge

to negotiate the best purchase price.

DAWN is an Accredited Buyer's Agent (ABR), The ABR designation is the

benchmark of excellence in buyer representation. This coveted designation is

awarded to Real Estate practitioners by the Real Estate Buyer's Agent Council

(REBAC) of the National Association of REALTORS® who meet the specified

educational and practical experience criteria.

DAWN'S many Real Estate achievements include: 2022, 2021 & 2020

CHAIRMAN'S AWARD for outstanding sales performance, 2019 & 2018 Vice

Chairman's

Award and the 2017 President's Award.

DAWN is also a designated Luxury Specialist for Christie's International Real

Estate and was featured in Top Agent Magazine in 2019.

COUNT ON ME FOR AN OUTSTANDING 
CLIENT EXPERIENCE
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Serving the North Muskoka

and East Parry Sound area for

12 years
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UNPARALLELED EXPERIENCE 

You will receive unparalleled service customized to your unique needs. I take the time to discover

what matters most to you and your family and provide advice, insight and access to the

properties and neighbourhoods that best match your needs.

MARKET KNOWLEDGE

With access to the best market reports, statistics and local intelligence, I have my fingers on the

pulse of your most desired neighbourhoods and feel movements and shifts immediately and

respond quickly to new property opportunities on your behalf. 

UNMATCHED ACCESS TO EXCEPTIONAL PROPERTIES

You will have access to some of the most extraordinary properties in Muskoka and East Parry

Sound's most desirable locations - many which may never be available to the public through the

MLS system. I am well familiar with all the communities and the preferred lakes and waterways.

PRICE EXPERTISE

Each individual home is assessed to determine if it is reasonably priced, using our proven

evaluation process and extensive knowledge of current market conditions.

NEGOTIATION SKILLS

I am constantly brokering deals in the communities I serve, which provides me with an intimate

understanding of trends, pressures and opportunities. I use the knowledge to develop a strong

bargaining position so that you achieve the best possible results at the negotiating table.

PROFESSIONAL NETWORKING

You will have access to my network of top-rated local specialists including property inspectors,

mortgage brokers, lawyers, cleaning services, moving services, contractors and more.

WHY CHOOSE
DAWN TO FIND
YOUR DREAM
PROPERTY?
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DAWN'S SERVICE AREA
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PRIORITIZE YOUR WANTS AND NEEDS

We meet with you to establish your wish list and budget,

discuss current market conditions, and explain the buying

process. We sign a Buyer's Representation Agreement,

committing both you and I to the process.

CONDUCT YOUR PROPERTY SEARCH

We monitor and inspect MLS listings and exclusive offerings

daily and reach out to our extensive network of contacts to

find properties not published publicly.

SCHEDULE PROPERTY TOURS

We prepare a market analysis and schedule showings for

properties that match your wants and needs.

GUIDE YOU THROUGH THE OFFER PROCESS

We guide you through the offer process and together establish

the right price, expectations and limits.

ARRANGE AN INSPECTION

We organize and attend home inspections, if required.

NEGOTIATE THE OFFER

We are skilled at comparing the incomparable - a necessity for

determining the market value of one-of-a-kind properties. We

prepare the offer, talk you through the paperwork, and

negotiate the best possible price.

CLOSING 

We provide financing referrals and coordinate the closing of

your property.

STEPS TOWARD YOUR PURCHASE
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AGENCY RELATIONSHIPS

The relationship between a real estate brokerage and a client is called an
"agency" and there are three kinds of agency relationships

CHESTNUT PARK REAL ESTATE LIMITED, BROKERAGE | WWW.CHESTNUTPARK.COM

1 2 3
Seller Representation

Represents the seller

exclusively 

and must do what is best for

the seller of the property.

They are legally obliged to tell

the seller anything known

about a buyer, including if that

buyer is willing to pay more. A

written contract called a

listing agreement creates an

agency relationship between

the seller and the brokerage

and establishes seller

representation.

This agreement ensures that

the realtor and brokerage look

after your best interests,

establishes a fee arrangement

for the realtor services and

helps clarify who is

responsible for what.

Confidences a seller shares

with a seller's agent must be

kept confidential from

potential buyers and others.

Buyer Representation

Represents the buyer

exclusively and must do what is

best for the buyer. A written

contract called a buyer

representation agreement

creates and agency

relationship between the buyer

and the brokerage and

established buyer

representation. This agreement

ensures that the realtor and the

brokerage look after your best

interests, establishes a fee

arrangement for the realtor

services and helps clarify who

is responsible for what.

Multiple Representation

Occasionally, a real estate 

brokerage will represent both

the buyer and the seller. Both

the buyer and seller must

provide written consent and

the realtor must always

provide full and timely

disclosure of all pertinent

information to both parties.

Representation agreements 

describe the rights and duties

of everyone involved and any 

limitations to those rights and

duties.
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Having a pre-approved mortgage will give you the confidence of knowing exactly what

you can spend on a property and how much of a down payment you will need before you

start looking. 

Remember that you will need a deposit with an offer to purchase, this is over and above

your down payment and that you will have to pay the land transfer tax at the closing of

your new purchase.

 
 

 

      Amortization period?

 

      Fixed or variable mortgage?

 

      Open or closed mortgage?

 

      How to become mortgage-free faster?

I will connect you to our extensive network of local mortgage brokers and mortgage specialists

who will help you select the right type of mortgage and terms you are comfortable with.

Your mortgage broker or specialist will provide insights on common questions, like:

 
 

GET A MORTGAGE PRE-APPROVAL

FINANCING YOUR PURCHASE

CHESTNUT PARK REAL ESTATE LIMITED, BROKERAGE | WWW.CHESTNUTPARK.COM
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THE COST TOPurchase
THE FINANCIAL LOW-DOWN
Beyond the down payment (generally 20% of the purchase price), there are some additional costs.  Dawn will

assist in estimating the amounts and creating a budget for you.  Consult with your Lender as well.

If down payment is less than 20% of the purchase price you many require mortgage insurance.

Mortgage appraisals are standard now, this fee may or may not be absorbed by your lender. 

Legal fees vary  according to the complexity of the transaction.  A land transfer tax will be

collected by the lawyer on closing and forwarded to the Provincial Government.  First time buyers

maybe eligible for rebates.

If the sellers does not have an up to date survey, a new one may by prepared, generally costing

between $2,500-$3,000 for a 1-2 acre property. Alternatively, title insurance, costing between

$300 - $600, will compensate the buyer if there is a negative impact resulting from a title defect.

Costs typically include tax and utility certificates, mortgage and deed registrations, zoning

clearances, and any expenses that they have paid on the clients behalf.

Cost is usually between $500-$700 depending on the size of the property and could be more if a

septic or WETT inspection is needed.  Therefore, we would suggest a budget of $1,000.

A contract requires consideration to be legally binding, 10% can be used as a general guideline.

This fee is payable upon offer receipt or generally within 24 hours.

These may include the appropriate portion of prepayments made by the seller for taxes, utilities,

as well as an allowance for fuel in the case of propane of oil heating.

This should be arranged at least three weeks prior to the closing date, for property, contents and

liability. We will discuss any issues that my affect insurance coverage with you.  You are

responsible for your insurance to be in effect for the closing date.

Is not applicable on a resale home purchase, although it can be applicable to a new build, or to a

property that was used for business or for land that was used for business or that has been

recently severed.

OFFER DEPOSIT

HOME INSPECTION

MORTGAGE COSTS

LEGAL FEES & TAXES

SURVEY FEES

DISBURSEMENTS

CLOSING ADJUSTMENTS

HOME INSURANCE

HARMONIZED SALES TAX (HST)
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FROM OFFER ACCEPTANCE
TO CLOSING 

CHESTNUT PARK REAL ESTATE LIMITED, BROKERAGE | WWW.CHESTNUTPARK.COM

- Organize and attend property inspections, if required

- Provide you with a detailed list of estimated closing costs

- Provide you with a list of recommended professionals such as lawyer and home inspectors

- Arrange your visits prior to the closing and attend with you

- Take a water sample, if required

- Deliver executed paperwork to lawyers, mortgage professionals, and other necessary parties

- Coordinate with bank appraisers for the assessment of the property, as required

- Organize keys for the closing date

I will act at all time with your best interest in mind, and comply with the Real Estate Council of Ontario
Code of Ethics. The Ontario Real Estate Association, The Canadian Real Estate Association and the
Privacy Code of C.R.E.A.

NEXT STEPS
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Lawyers

Accountants

Mortgage Brokers

Home Inspectors

Septic Inspectors

Purchasing your property can have many moving parts and it is essential

that everyone involved in your real estate transaction be familiar with and

understand the local market and areas. With our vast database of various

professionals at our fingertips, we recommend local professionals to

assist you through your sales journey, from purchase, closing and beyond.  

You can count on us to set you up for success for a seamless sale. Making

the sales process as stress-free as possible, is our ultimate goal.

Some local professionals to consider are,

LOCAL PROFESSIONALS

CHESTNUT PARK REAL ESTATE LIMITED, BROKERAGE | WWW.CHESTNUTPARK.COM
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SOLICITORS

MORTGAGE & BUILDER

SPECIALIST

CONTACTS
Professional

MORTGAGE BROKER

Thoms and Currie
6 Main St., West, Ste. 1 

Huntsville, ON

John Mesec 

705-789-8844
andy@thomsandcurrie.com

Barriston Law LLP
46 William Street

Huntsville, ON

John Dooley

705-789-4493
jdooley@barristonlaw.com

Small & Company
2A-59 Main St., East

Huntsville, ON

Amber Small

705-990-8669
amber@smallnco.com

Mortgage Jump
59 Main St. E

Huntsville, ON

James Zantingh

705-783-8067
james@mortgagejump.ca

 
Muskoka and Parry Sound

Michelle Stevenson

416-648-4513
shell_66@live.com

PG. 10
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0.5% is paid on the first $55,000 of the property value;

1% is paid on the next $195,000 of the property value;

1.5% is paid on the next $150,000 of the property value;

2% is paid on the next $400,000 to $2,000,000 of the property

value;

2.5% is paid on any property value in excess of $2,000,000

DEPOSIT - At the time of presenting an Offer to Purchase you will

have to submit a deposit cheque. The cheque is held in trust by the

listing brokerage if the Offer is accepted. There's no "rule" as to the

amount of the deposit, but it's industry standard for the cheque to be

approximately 5% or more of the sale price. The cheque is usually

certified and deposited the day after acceptance. Occasionally the

deposit funds are wired by electronic transmission. Due to potential

security issues, however, electronic transfers are highly discouraged.

SURVEY - If the Seller does not provide the Buyer with an up-to-date

survey in the Agreement of Purchase and Sale (showing the existing

location of fences, buildings and structures). It will often be necessary

to have a new one prepared by an Ontario Land Surveyor as

mortgage lenders may require it. Solicitors will not give an

unqualified opinion of title without an up-to-date survey. Depending

on circumstances, surveys typically cost between $880 and $1,310.

TITLE INSURANCE - An alternative to an up-to-date survey is title

insurance. There are a variety of insurers that provide this product

including the Buyer's lawyer. The cost of title insurance can cost up

to $900 and as little as $450. A note of caution: title insurance does

not correct title problems. It merely compensates the Buyer as a

result of negative impact resulting from a title defect.

LAND TRANSFER TAX - Purchasers of real estate in Ontario are

required to pay provincial Land Transfer Tax on closing. It is paid

directly to the Province of Ontario. It is based on the following

formula:

In short, $4,475 in provincial Land Transfer Tax is owed on the first

$400,000, with 2% payable on any value in excess of that amount

unless the purchase price exceeds $2,000,000. In addition to the

provincial tax, a municipal Land Transfer tax applies for purchases in

Toronto. 

First time Buyers may be eligible for rebates under both or either of

the provincial or municipal schemes. Legal advice should be sought

as to eligibility as there are certain qualifications and timelines

applicable.

COMMON TERMS
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Taxes - if the Seller has paid taxes for the full year, the Buyer will

be responsible for their portion from the time of closing until the

end of the year.

Fuel - if the property is heated by oil, then the tank will be filled

by the Seller on closing, and the Buyer will be charged on the

adjustment with a full tank of oil.

NON-RESIDENT SPECULATION TAX - Effective October 25, 2022,

the Province of Ontario has implemented the Non-Resident

Speculation Tax on residential property located in Ontario. Individuals

who purchase or acquire an interest in residential property who are

not citizens or permanent residents of Canada, foreign corporations,

and taxable trustees are subject to the tax. The tax amounts to 25

percent of the purchase price.

LEGAL FEES - You will require the services of an Ontario lawyer to

act on your behalf to close your house purchase. Your lawyer will

charge you for services, including title searching, and for their

expenses (disbursements). Your sales representative can recommend

3 lawyers to you if you do not have one already.

Before retaining a lawyer, you should ask them for a complete

breakdown of fees, disbursements, and mortgage work. Most legal

work for home purchases exceed $1,500 and can be much higher

under certain circumstances. Be sure to ask first.

DISBURSEMENTS - There will be other costs which the lawyer will

have to pay on your behalf. Basically, things like photocopies, tax

certificates, zoning clearance and work orders, couriers, registering of

the deed and mortgages, searching executions, mortgage schedules,

status certificates (for condominiums) and other incidentals. These

disbursements will be in the range of $600 - $800.

FEDERAL IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION - The Federal

Government has implemented legislation that requires real estate

brokerages under the auspices of the Financial Transaction and

Reports Analysis Centre of Canada "FINTRAC" to identify the parties

to real estate transactions. The legislation is designed to prevent

money laundering and the movement of proceeds of crime. Your real

estate agent is required therefore to obtain information from you to

complete various forms to be retained in Chestnut Park's files. 

STATEMENT OF ADJUSTMENT - Balance due on closing  - basically

the balance due on closing is the difference between the sale price

and the amount of your deposit that was presented with the offer.

However, there are certain other items that will be adjusted at the

time of closing.

CHESTNUT PARK REAL ESTATE LIMITED, BROKERAGE | WWW.CHESTNUTPARK.COM
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COMMON TERMS

Utilities - all utilities and gas that are metered will be read on

closing and the Seller will be responsible for them up to date of

closing.

Common element fees - these fees vary, as they're tied to the

cost of maintaining your condominium. Fees may include, among

many other charges, security, guest suites, building insurance,

guest parking, cleaning services, pools, reserve fund contributions

and legal services.

PROFESSIONAL HOME INSPECTION - This is usually around $400

and up. The cost will vary with the size of the home being purchased

and the inspection company used.

HOME INSURANCE -  This varies. Minimally, costs start at $500. 

MOVING COSTS - These vary from $200 per hour and up, depending

on the company and the number of movers. It will also depend on the

vehicle, time of month and year you are moving.

THE STRESS TEST - Since January 2017, a "stress test" was

introduced that requires financial institutions to screen your

mortgage application by using a minimum qualifying rate equal to

the greater of: (a) the Bank of Canada's five-year benchmark rate: or

(b) the financial institution's contractual rate plus 2 percent points.

Industry experts claim that this test will reduce the buyer's

purchasing power by, on average, $31,000.00.

FIRST MORTGAGE COSTS - Interest adjustment - This is something

most Buyer's do not understand. Basically, if you are arranging a new

first mortgage, your lawyer will receive the mortgage monies from

the mortgage company on the morning of the closing date. However,

most mortgage companies use the 1st or the 15th of the month as a

payment date. Therefore, if you are closing a deal on say, August

10th, the mortgage company will deduct from the mortgage monies

interest from date of closing (10th) to the first of the following month

(ie. September 1st) - interest adjustment date - and your first

payment will then commence the 1st day of the following month (ie.

October 1st), and continue on a monthly basis thereafter.

Loan processing or bank appraisal fee - Usually about $300. High

ratio mortgages will demand a higher processing fee. A high ratio

mortgage is one in which the Buyer is seeking financing in excess of

80% of the purchase price, or in some cases  the approved value of

the property.

CHESTNUT PARK REAL ESTATE LIMITED, BROKERAGE | WWW.CHESTNUTPARK.COM
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Substantially renovated houses - are subject to HST if purchased

from the builder/renovator.

Commercial properties - are subject to HST. This is a complex

area and individuals should should advice from a specialist e.g.

accountant. tax lawyer

New housing - is subject to HST. It is also a complex topic. Often

the HST will be included in the purchase price. There are also HST

rebates available in a number of instances. These rebates are

most often assigned to the builder.

Vacant land - this is a complex HST area. Vacant land attracts

HST in most, but not all cases. As a cautionary note assume that it

does until the nature of the land, its use and ownership can be

clarified as a specialist.

Knob and tube wiring 

Hydro service

Oil tanks

Kitec

Other issues

SECOND MORTGAGE COSTS - Usually require a payment of

additional legal fees, appraisal and brokerage fees. These vary

dramatically, depending on the transaction and the risk as perceived

by the lender.

HST - Re-sales - although most used residential re-sales are exempt

from HST, almost all services involved with the transaction will be

subject to HST, e.g real estate commissions, lawyer's fees, appraisals,

processing fees, home inspections, insurance, moving cost, etc.

CLOSING DATE - Just a note at this point about the procedure on

the actual closing date. It will be necessary for your lawyer to obtain

the money from the mortgage company on the day of closing.

Lawyers often have many deals closing on busy days, and it is often

difficult for them to arrange a closing time until later in the day. It is

not advisable to plan for any early move into your new home - please

discuss with your lawyer. Your lawyer should be in touch with you

within the week prior to closing to arrange an appointment for you to

sign documents and bring in the necessary closing money.

INSURANCE CONCERNS - A number of insurance concerns have

developed in the real estate industry that could have a financial

impact for a Buyer on closing. Although an exhaustive explanation is

not possible here, Buyers should be aware of the following:

COMMON TERMS
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